
From: Roben White
To: FERGAS
Subject: DOE/FE Order No.3413, Jordan Cove Energy Project
Date: Tuesday, May 08, 2018 2:19:16 PM

To: Office of Fossil Energy, DOE

Please accept this Document as an official Protest, and Comment, regarding Pembina, Jordan Cove
Energy Project, and its Amendment, filed Feb. 6, 2018, and Conditional Authorization (DOE/FE Order No.
3413.
I hereby, Comment in Protest of the proposed increase in volume of LNG.
I believe the increase would be detrimental to the Economy of the United States, by increasing the cost of
LNG to Domestic, Commercial and Residential customers. I believe the Increased volume to non Treaty
Countries is injurious to the Economies of the Treaty Signatory countries by resulting manipulation of
LNG prices and the advantage of Increased production by the non Treaty consumers of LNG. 

I believe the increased volume proposed would increase the volume of released Methane in all points of
handling thereby drastically accelerating the effects of Climate Change.
The effects of this climate change would do great harm to the Economies of the United States, Free
Trade Agreement Nations and Signatories and to the general health of the worlds human and Biological
resources>
The resulting Climate Changes would result in great economic harm to the United States and as Stated
by the Dept. of Defense, be a significant threat to our National Defense.

I believe the increase proposed would increase the damage to the aquifers and watersheds of the United
States, directly by increased fracking, and Methane release and by indirect damage from burning of fossil
fuels.
I believe the increased amount of available LNG will result in damage to forest ecosystems, fisheries and
other economic drivers of our economy,

I believe the increased volume will result in great economic damage to the economy from resultant Health
Care Costs.

I believe the increased volume proposed will require Larger Pipe sizes and compressor sizes resulting in
greater related installation damage and long term environmental effects.

I believe the Larger volumes proposed will increase the safety and health risks to the people of Oregon
and the world.

I believe the increased volume is unfair to the commercial endeavors of the solar, wind, and other
alternatives energy sources to fossil fuels.

I do not believe JCEP, has not demonstrated proof positive of genuine sales contracts with any
customers or any proof of economic consideration or payments to substantiate such contractual
arrangements.

I believe the Increased production and resultant pipeline will result in the economic harm to property
owners along the pipeline and the proposed facility.

I believe the increased volumes proposed will result in a foreign Company invoking Eminent Domain on
Citizens of the United States and Property owners related to the project. 

I believe the economic and safety  concerns of Emergency Response systems, Emergency Medical
Systems, due to the JCEP and increased volumes Proposed would not be Economically viable at any
level.
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In summation I believe this and all Permits related to the Jordan Cove Energy Project, should be denied.

Submitted by;
Roben D White
1701 Broadway St. # 321
Vancouver, WA., 98663
360-608-8537
fish_troller@yahoo.com


